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.Potentiatihg Idiosyhcracy--

Generating Personal Observational Systems for Supervision'

k

The child at play with his, blocks and the teaches' within a classroom
o

share something in common: each responds idiosyncrAtically to' his immedi-

ate environment. That is, 4sch responds creatively to observed problems

posed by his interaction with the blocks or with students attempting to

. learn a specific concept or,skill.

Child's play, ,has been defined by Brian Sutton-Smith(1975) as the

"potentiation of novelty," as variation seeking and,as the imaginative

transformation of the realities found in our surroundings, be they gaper

cartons turn6d into houses or the imaginative flight's of fancy of an adult.

Teaching is not child's play, as perhaps many of us have, come to
ir,

realize!- However, enabling teachers to react idiosyncratically to class-
.. ,

.

room'encounters in accordance with Aheir own teaching styles, goals and

values is pne,of the supervisor's tasks as a coilaborator and partner in

.

the:improvement of instruction. -Adults' can model plaX responses for chil-
,

dren, thus enhancing a Chil's play--making'it more.imaglynative, more full

of pretend char4cters, for e le. So too can a supe'rvisor enhance the

teacher's attainment of his or- her personal pattern 'of interaction with

students. This can,be done through modelling or through a process of

develOging One's.own model of teaching. Specifically, what is-being sug-

.

1 gested is that rather than present teachers with Joyce's Models,of Teaching

1972),' that we enable them to develop their own models, create their own

metaphors.
s
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---The suPervisor can be, therefore, a potentiator of novelty andthis'.

paper outlines an approach to developing, creating, individual models for
0

teachers. lioie specifically, what will ba Presented here is a process of

supirvision involving the creation of idiosyncratic observatiOnal design

( by teachers to be used in a cycle of supervision, the end result of which

is, hopefully, the improvement of instruction more in accordance with'one's

own perceived goals and valuesthan with those of another person.

We know not only from the vast body. of literature on institutional

.

change and the diffusion of innovations (Carlson, 1965) but also froth the

littratdre of human psychology as well that We are willing, indeed

to assume or at least attempt new behaviors if we perceive the need fpr
r

them, if they appear to be viable-solutions to problems we identify and

wish to solve ourselves, or if they appeat to be in accord with our.per-

sonal add/or professional values. Kelman (1972)cites suchdhange as

oso

.1 '.
"internalization" of values as opposed to change motivated by com-

--,\

pliante Or role identification.. In vitw of/What,we know about the pro-
-- .

motivationscease; and motivations for Change, the
:e

tort, it would appear that' an
.-,,,

A
.

approach to the improvement of instruction,based-upouieaCheW serf-

4irection and analysis would be a viable and worthy one.

llonderization: . .Necessity or Nuisance?

___J, ,

To date most observation sYstems have been 'create by.eduCational '
,.

v.

researchers with particular points of'view,,special areas 'f focus:'

,:. .. f

3

cognitive langmage processiig (BeIlack), soCial/emotional.climate

(Flanders), uses of non-verbal behavior (LoverRoderiek), and openness.

and closedness of teacher student interaction alacdouald=Zaiet0 Tht

purpose of many of these designs is desc4ptive, not prescriptive,

fi

4

t
°
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although it may be difficult to prevent the' former from flOOing ordeveF
. ,

.

oping into the latter.. It has occurred to 7e as well as to otherp thatt

What we who educate teachers ought to doing is helping people to per-
i

. , -10

sonalize their teaching styles rather than attempting to initiate t em,

into somebody else's research model of teaching, such as that of

Ned Flanders. Thus, rather than educating teachers by a Rrocess\of
.

"Flanderization," we might encourage the ,development of evaluative c

-----teriaderivefrom teachers' own experiences, values and the self-

perceived goals 9f what a godd'educational activitykshould be.

The Design Pr co

The process, described below has evolved during this writer's wo k ,

in preservice teacher education and with perhaps slight modifl.c ation ip
/L

equally applicable to inservice superlisory practices where our respon

bility is the improvement of instruction through a collaborative effor

The developmental process of formulating one's own Design for ob er- .1

vation of teaching is, o f course, a statement of philosophy, as are th

aforementioned-rePearch instruments. This statement reflects our concep-

tions of.several salient aspects of the educational process. For example,

the nature of the teaching proceAs--is it primarily telling, or proble

posing (Freire) or relating (Buber)--the nature of the learning process

is it'a procesi of absorbing facts, of problem-dolving (Dewey) or of
,

a

acting upon the stuff of this worl (Piget).; and .the of the chit

is he a passive receptor, a rational thinker, or a person/capable of

imaginative transformations of reality?, Obviously, a ate nqt suggesting

that any one position is exclusive of others or i to he advancedat the

,expense of another.

0
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Approaching consistent, well-reasoped.philosophical positions witha-
respeCt to, these elements of the educational process` is an ,on- going,. life-

4
. lining process, and in the delopment of an ifiodyncratic observational.

Design one looks for activities which- will bring to consciousness some'

these view points. These activities should be relatively simple and

should help us engage' in a self-reflective process, the end%result of

which will be the establishment of what each of us.considers important 4

in the teaching /learning procesg.

The major procesd activities teacfier interns dngaged_in_in forihulat-
.. .

. -..
,

ing their Designs included the following: 4 qo
.

A. Reflecting on preyioUs, meaningful educationalrexperienced
.

,

and attempting to extrapolate from:the4 the critical vriabled,,
.

such as Choice, Self-initiated Activity, 'Eleacher Attitude.
1 . ..

t .

. . .
I

B. 'Sewing a deries of video tapbs of classroom, teaching situaL.--/

/ 4

,tions'from WO.ch were elici4fd those elem-'' is which, contributed

either to success or lack thereof) such as ontrbl*, !Quality df

1

Verbal interaction, Role\Reverbal in Games, Use of Space.

,

, # -

C. ,Examining posgfile behaviors demonstiabl within a class-

room, selecting those oColost personal signi icance (Creati y,

Self-Direction, Listening,Concentration, Dis ipline), and asking

X: 4

D. Acquiring a general knowledge base from wh ch_to reflect

upon such esseitials as the nature of curricul classroom.

°interaction, research on%teacaing and learning.N

.

haw one could Observe them within the -classro

6 -

4
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E. Participation in small group interaction with pegrs from

various disciplines and different grade levels (e.:g., secondary

.

History Arid Science and elementary Speech Therapy and.PhysiCal

Education).. The -tasks of these grOupi incltided video-tape.

analysis, the planning for and teaching of specific concepts

to the class as a whole, as well as Probing for objective means

of observifig specific intentions, values or behaviors within

the classroom.

During the course of a' week's intensive classes (three hours per

day) 4
these activities helped interns bring to consciousness what were for,

each of them'some significant elements in classroom interaction andto
1 A

V

,begin determining how they tight be observed. As noted'above, one of the

most significant processes is-considered to be small grouweer interac-

4

tion during ''shich participants were exposed to a variety of divergent'
#11111l

stimuli in Germs of "values and perspectives. 'To be more precise, it is

important ford, secondary s hoof science and,history teachers to view, dis:

cuss and evalua video-taped protocols of elementary school movement

education sessions where creativ self - expression istsalient: Sharing

such perspectives is considered not only as essential to the problem -

solving process 'but essential to developing a perspective of teaching

which transcends the constraints of the specific subject one teaches.

Peer interaction of the kind described is the central focus Ora,
I

strategy for curhculum chailge developed by Goodlad for/IDEA and described

by Lieberman, et al. (1973). Developing observational designs for self-._

evaluation and bringing about curriculum change may seem like quite dis-
c

perste activities; they are, 'however, both grounded in toncern for the

).

00'
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quality and criteria of good educational activities and a qoncern for
.

openness td different kinds of,experietces. ',From such openness, noted
L

'Dewey (1963a), and Schgchtel (1959), we grow ac-persond and avoid routine

and eMbeddedness in narrow perspectives upon life. The playful person is

One who is op to new experiencep, and who maintains such openness (what'

Dewey called ' asticity") by engaging novelty through exploration. Devel-

oeing and using observational systemsreqqire such openness to experience

on the part of the teacher and the supervisor if growth is to occur.

If the Designs are to be tru idiosyncratic, there can be no attempt

4

to achieve conformity of essentia .elements.. One of the major themes of

this whole process is that a Design is outward manifestation of one's

continual self-reflection upon/the nature of the educational activity.

Change is, therefore, to be expected,, as each Design should represent an

on-going problem-solving a tivity.

.Organizing Design Elements

.

.

The two Designs/p
/
resented herein (Fig. 1 and 2) represent slightly

\,/.

different approached to observing the classroom situation. Each is conr.
/ / .

posed of major categories followed by specific questiohs the answers to

/ .

which must be Observablikoreinferrable from the involvement of the class

either on or ff task. These questions were stimulated naturally by use

-4:of video-t es where, in dealing with such notions as verbal interaction, .

for exam e, interns could perceive that one teacher's flow of communica-

tion we entirely one way--from teacher to individual students without

invo g peer6 in any interaction. The logical questionsMor observa-

ti might be "How does the teacher encourage studentlstudent interac-

on?" or "Was the teacher a good listener?" or "What kinds of questions

are-asked?"
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`

Similarly, -whets a person indicated that Challengwithin the classroom
. ,

.

was -vital he was asked how one coaldbbserve.whethornot students
7. .

indeed bdingchallenged. Responses within various Designs indicate how

Challenge might be observed: ,

wer

waS

"Are students solying problems on their own4\\

llso'students contribute creativelideas?"

"Does the teacher stimulate studentd to intellectual
efforts beyond those requirdd for a grade?",

iofi'ig
,

valuesThe.prbblem of hOW to oranze,ones pe4cptns, v and goals

t

solved by suggesting a format exemplified in Figures'l and 2..\ All
., c.

Designs were predicated upon the notion that students'observable i valve-
,.-

ment was a signifi
... . . .

.

c factor. ,Based upon Briiner's (1960) and Piag t's
, \

(1970) concepts that learning involves the transformation Of or acting

upoicontent or "stuff of this world' (Lewis & Miel, 1972) such active,

participation in, learning may be inferred from:student verbal/non-verbal

. .
behavior in classrooms. mental transformations can beOf course, not all

inferred from overt behavior, nor" toshoUld we

overlook"the student's personal Meanings

e
1
the attempt and thereby

deriver from content (Macdonald,

1975). Observing involitement,however,

about the teacher's su cess in creating an environm
4

late what 'Der-3f (1963b)' ca. led qi "transaCtion%-betwee

immediate -Surrounlings.

should gi US it lea some clue

t sufficient\to stimu

the child andhis

- Thus, stude+ involvement 'becomes cTr.first conce A 'Too often

.observers are content to look Only/gat the teacher's aotivit

foots upon how the student is interacling.wItbrdie.teacher,

Jith his

Hire, we

tis peeri'..and

environment%and by means of noting'verbal and non-verb:11 actions
/

some degree of mental activity oniknd tiff
4

and responses we hope to infer

task. i

6
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,Next, one must determine,how to 01.01 the Design. The conceptual
2/

ikaMOwork outlined by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) pr9vided a flexible struc-

ture within which tirconsider Teacher Behavior,, Student ,Behavior, Verbal .

jnteraction,'Control, Management Teadhing Sk s and the quality of the

Environment treated. Figures 1 and 2 repreSent'two intern designs for

observing \Physical Education (K-12)
, ,

res.11cdtivelY.4. As one might itagine,

within their dens concern for su qualities as Challenge, Creativity

d .econdary school mathematics,

se eral interns chose to integate

-

and\Significance.(or Meaningfulnes ), for,example.
, 1 ,/

Although no concerted effof was, made to channel student perceptions

and cholcestaaard specific " ompetencies," the processes of self-reflection,

examination of video-taped jIrotocdls and the .use of the interns' classr dm

as a laboratory for the s udy of teaching (interns taught each other /the

formal content of this course), this'developmental process naturally led

'to our focusing upon/the following generic teaching behaviors: structuring/

creating learning/environments and activities; management/cont 0.14 of class-,

verbal/non-verbal interaction; and the diagn sis,.prescrip-
\

room behaviors;

tion and eya tion of learning.

Once'generated he Designs were shared among peers, in small groups

.'tal consider others'

ig. estionsi often
k

eriences and subject matter. perspectives.. Generat-

d difficult'and this is Where peer interaction

\ed quite valuable.

. r

Initiak Observations

ial testing was conducted by asking interns to take the Design

into varidOk classroom,; to observe and attempt to explain the 'extent

of student iii olvemept in-the educational activities)presented.- Often as

10
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the result of using the Design in this fashion observers noted behaviors

(or the lacks thereof) which later became patt of their own Designs:

4

A

-,--Intthe class I Ob'served Olat the Student's' responses
anctideas were the foc31-points of the claits 'activ'ity .

! --The 'acher gives the imprestion of having no interest
in whet st4dents have to pay, . . .

--The classroom is not 'dominated' by any one. The atmos7
phere luy be cOmpared.to a meeting of an interest'group.
'There ,is a task at hand and the whole' group with the

\\" teacher at one of the participating members . . .

\A balance of power exists among all.group memhert so
that a comfortagle climate for effective communication
has

,

been.established.*

,These brief examples -illuminate percepkions in the areas of Verbal'

Inteiaction and Control. of decision making am g participants. It is dote-

worthy-that one\ observer has already chosen a met'aphor--the meeting of an I
\ ,,

- iinterested task group--to chaiacterize the obsez\yed environment. Such
.

-.....

analogles or models are not only highlighted; thlr are fostered and en-
,

,,-

,

couraged whenever feasible. For if ,"potentiatrng diosyncracyZ means any
-

thing, it is/fostering individual metaphor § *for .teaching.-

The classroom is where a Design demonstfates ts efficaciousness-
,..

consequently,`a

were.appropri te

Desi:ns and he Su etviso C cle

With Design that was fUnctional in that its catego es reflecteA
7

areas of con ern an its speci ic qestions reflictodlobserv le or infer-,

rable behaviors, supervision co ld be undertaken with the Des

E

ter such Observations or teaching of other's,' Designs

--
y;modifie4 to reflect--new-Tita.

forming/

the,basic set of values and goals 'Of the teacher.
It.7

.
. .

7
.

,The supervisory cycl*-Usually consisted of a classroom observation.
7 1

/
.

(most of which. were ved7taped),followed-by a conference. The author gem-
- 4

I

erally used oneyof two approaches in th se Conferences:
.
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The teacher was asked to reflect upon .the class conducted and

to itemi e what he /she, felt were its strengths and weaknesses.

With this agenda the confere e thenyrodeeded to examine

those items pecified by the teacher and others suggested by

examining.the\ObservatiOnal Design. Solutions tOperceiVed,/

problems were then sought-

II. The teacher was asked to use the Observationaa Design as'an

initial guide with which to-explore the major incidents of
'

the observed classrbom situation.

Subsequently, the _conference pro6eaded to focus upon perceived-

-
strengths and weaknesses and` to probe for solutions.

The former approach was often used with an intern better able to analyze his

- ,

or her behavior, while the latter was often an initial'approach with the
_

.

' tro
more inexpe nced. 'Irreither case, the Design provided a structure within

.
.

1..

/
!fyicl_to-e3cariinei-m critical incidents and patterns of student and teacher d

-------- '
involvement.

e.

/

.
.

1 4 .4
'Here are some exaMples of how the Designs helped teachers to Perceive

. .,

some of
=.

47these critical areas1:

(
',\

.

e .

/

In a general higlit schqol concert music class the teacher noted
:., ,

. .
. ,

, , $ , 4 NI

that the,session was too teacher directed-with insufficient .

Student involvement:, .I

(Design question: How may students are

involved

'

4,40the EcOnomics the teacher realizes that 'her demonst4ating '

.
. . .

the making of creamam puffs d4.(1 not,capture the attention oi all
.

t -?

'' ; , '

4#-\/ 4
a

.
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students and she reflected upon the Design element of Purpose-

.fulness: "Do students relate-subject matter. to the 'real

world'? Do activities have meaning for the students immedi-
_....-2-

ately? In the future?"

In Industrial Arts .(Metal Shop) theteacher concerned with
4

4

Control reflected upon success of giving students some choice

of prOject and its positive impact upon involvement.

.

' (Design:-"Does the teacher let students control some of the .

subject matter?)

ipsIn,some instances the'teacher's erVational Design did not reflect
- .

concern for problems which arose:

%--qct;..
In Algebra discipline and control were presenting real dif-,

4

ficulties and the teacher realized that one must-be concerned

with who maintains control and by whae means (e.g., effective.

.use of med0I-questioning and such alternative activities as

small group problem-solving).

In-Oeometry,a,teadher Perceived lack of overall comprehension

of the'concept of Transformations as requiring coiltderation.

of How Content is Presented and the Significance of Content.

\ 40
4

(Design modified: "Is, the significance or theaningfulness of

the subject matter explored ? ")

r

Of course,.we often fall shottrof complete attaiument of our goals

and objectives. Confrontbd withthe goals of Creativity, Flexibility and
.

--Interaction among students, one teacher began to realize that-he-wag not

4
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achieving 'these goals- and instead "of reaching out for assistance withcfrlw

and became rather perturbed about an inability to change his behavior. Now

does one prevent the onset of frustration when ,confronted with the/real dii:

-ficulties of teaching for the first. time? TheThestanswer is to provide a

supportive, warm,lhelping atmosphere so that the teacher feels his, strengths

are recognized and that he is being encouraged through dialogue to reach

Amore of his goals.5

Alternative Perspectives'

These insights into strengthS and areas, of improvement represent an

individual perspective upon one's teaching experience,, Diking the course

. of the internship there were anumber of alternative experiences hich

stimulated self- evaluation and peer interaction.

A. Most teathers were video-taped and these taped sessions were

b

analyzed not only by the observed teacher but by his or her .

colleagues,as Such tapes presented cross-disciplinary

approaChes to common problems and afforded young' teachers with

an opportunity to perceive elements common to teaching no

matter what the subject: e. g.4, the'ftesence of Alternatives

or the Significance of content.

. Peer observation using &the Designs afforded teachers an op- c
,

portunity to learn from'each other and' to apply their own

criteris_toanother's teaching,.thereby affording the observed

teacher with more input to his orAler teaching.
1

.,,The use of video-tape was. perhaps the most effective way of increas%:

ing the aware ness of what occurred And challenging the teacher to examine

14
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In more .desail critical elements such as the kinds of questions asked:

1,

1.

Synthesi's and Evaluation'questionS are not as frequently

employed as I would like and I am making a conscious
.

effort to incorporate more of them . . . ,es wes,evident

in pry Video-tape, the challenge problem gave students a

chance to interact with each other on some of these more

sophisticated skills.'. .
%

.a

Analyzing such tapes'also afforded supervisor and4eacher another

'input for the modificatien,of the original, Design. Thus, the develop-,

mental process maintained an openness to new experiences and the Designs

werenotallowed to become static representations of a novice's perceptions.

Openness tooexperience and a willingness to view it from.Sifferent perspeo-
A

fives are characteristics of the flexible, creative and adaptive person.

They:are also characteristics of the young child at play within his own

environment.

Finat-Evaluitions '

s
In an attempt to solidify the potential of these Design§ for becoming/.

.

an initial statement of educational philosophy for each of,the teachers,
,

they were asked to use their criteria to reflect upon their entire teaching

./

'experience:

In my last few weeks 9f teaching I noticed that we had become0
ti

4
. 'a unified group with everyone sharing control. We had

achieved the "balance o powee I spoke of 'in my observe-
,

tional design.,

Arrarea in which I feel remiss is themeaningfulness of the

tent to the students. 'Why shoul4 they learn French?
,frkiA

4

Q
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46,

There are a variety of strategies I've employed, adopting new

ones to different situations (i.e., math classes in band rooms

and humanitieS auditoriums).' Flexibility and Balance.are im-

'portant.; the flow of the class is generally from tight control

to looser control--more-student control of activities toward

the end of:the session with a challenge problem. '
/

These self-evaluative projections 'of future goals made the superVision

-more stimulating for both persons involved and the fact that they arose from

evaluating experience, not with Flanders', Bellack's, orBarell's cate-

*Aes but from individual teachers' perceptions of goals andsvalues,,

made.hem more meaningful and perhaps formed the basis for continual ranee-
,

tion upon one's teaching in the ensuring years.

Summary and Conclusions

The process outline4-there was developed with pre-service teachers;
,

.

however, the elements of this process are certainly translatable to the

.s.

cycle of supervision for .experienced teachers.

The two primary objectives of this process were:

and

1. to initiate the coetinual self-reflection upon teaching
experiences using individual perceptions of thatis
important

2. tqiestablish -an open system of articulation and inter-
action betweensobterving in.ciassrooms and establishing
for one's self a set of criteria with which to'examine"
educational activities.

The implication6 for supervision and curriculum development of such
A

idiosyncratic observational designs and their system of utilization would

seem to include the .following:

r.

A
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1.' Using teacher's own perceptions diminishes the power conflict

between.supervisor and teacher and facilitates the establishment

of a positive environment'in which to work toward instructional

improvement.

2. Tie undertaken self-reflections, hopefully, would be on -going

with -a teacher's attitudes and values,developing with empathit
as

guidance from the supervisor who never plays the role of pas/

4

acceptor of what is given. The'supervisor has positive input at

every stage.

3. A process vital in curriculum developient-is initiated and that

is the establishment of evaluative criteria with which-we answer

the quest.4.9n: What is a/good educational activity?

.4, Such'a process if engaged in cooperatively amongst peers could4
be t4e is not only forjoint implovement of, struction within

4;'

classrooms, but also- for curritcularl revision s well, a process

V

often best initiated by groups-of t achers assessing strengths

and weaknesses and planning alternative'. (Lieberman, 1973)

5. The peer interaction strategies use to develop'and modify

these Designs fostered the notion t at teaching is more than

.4
talking at students and includes co cepts such as teaching

as prblem-imposing (Freire) and' t aching as dialoguer*Ouber).

The .formulation of an Observational Des gn has as its lOng-range.goal

the establishment of,a perscai-statement of philosophy-of education. A

Design is, therefor4 a'beginning statement to te revised and transformed'

'17
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/in the smithy of one's imagination, just ins the child over the years reevalu-,

ates and restructures the meanings he attaches tosobjects and persons he

'I, brings into his play. For:,4ath-the.teacher and the child at play, a Design

and a toilielp 'potentiate their idiosyncratic 'response to

Growing as a teacher and developing as a child

-which we engage

--toirat, thereby

.

meaning for our

A

novelty, develop idiotyn a

. ,

maintaintng our openness-to the world and establishing

lives.

their environments.

igh play are' processes in

onaltzed response reper-
,

ti

o. I

s,

fr
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Classroom Observational Design
(Physical Education)

Fig. 1

Involvement: Record extent/level of general student participation.
Quantity Teacher/Student'Quegtions, Statements, Responses.

Note number of active participants.
Note number of students interacting with one another On/off

topic.

Teacher/Stident Interaction
Are the students given time to assist, encourage, interact wit one another?

Is there some time spent where there is student/teacher inter tion?

Dees the teacher offer sincere and meaningful comments, encou agement and r

criticisms?
Do the students and teacher receive and supply feedback and reinforcement?
Does the teacher move throughout the room?
Is maximum available time spent in movement experiences?

Are the majority of the students active'plpficipants?

Purposefulness (Signifidance)
Does the activity relate to the students' growth, needs, interests an

concerns? '

Can the obierver notice general objectives? Do these objectives appe r

to be meaningful?' ,

Does the activity offer a challenge to the individual? Are thert.opp r-

tunities to develop independence or self- direction?
Are the students aware of the reasons for teaching the lesson? How it

/relates to the unit or overall content?

01,

Atmcs here (Environment)-
Do s the teacher encourage activity, openness, effort, interaction,

questions?
the class relaxed and friendly? Are the,etUdents calltd by name?'

Does eye contact go th;oughout the room?
Are all situation handled fairly, in /like manner?
Does the teacher communicate enthusiasm? Do the students exhibit

enthudiasm? /
Does the teacher, and do the students laugh and smile?

Management (Control),
Who makes the decisions as to content and means of presentation? How?

Does the teadicer allow fof-alternative'activity based on students' needs

and interests?,

Are routine procedures handled quickly and effectively?

lit%equipment seL up without loss of class time? ti

Is there evidence of pl Tivg, organization and defined goals?

Is class, time used effect ely?

Is safety a priniary concern at all draw?

a.

tw
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9

All

cc:lent and Nature of.Presentation p
Doe the content of the lesson seem relevant? Can the students see meaning?
Doesthe. teacher have adequate knoiiledge of the subject? .'.

Does the preSentation involve the'students? (questi s opinions and
-resionses) /

Who hak'the decision as to the contentogithin a given fTameworkj
Qnoihat-level are the majorit of the. questions?:

Does the class appear challe ged, interested?
,:'.Are the means of presentati n varied?

t , .

(0 1977 Than Diverio,

FIG. 1



CONCERNS

Classroom Observation Design

QUESTIONS

(Mathematics) _

Fig. 2.

-

,

INVOLVEMENT: Record extent/level of general student
St t:Participation.
Statement of students
and teachers.
Student interaction
and learning."

,Campletion of work.

Enthusiasm.
Attitude. .

Personal characteristics.
Knowledge,

- Space usage,
Open to questions from
-students.

particIpation..
Quantity Questions, Responses, Statements
of 'Teachers & Stutlents.

Note 'number of verbal participants.
Note number of students interacting with
one another:
For Individual/Small-Group Work: note
time on, task, task completed, movement,

/

/fadtal expressions, etc.'
Note,extent dT involVement with activi-
ties unrelated to Content.

TEACHER BEHAVIOR:

Consistent role and goals.

Structure. .

-Discipline. ".

Student attention.
Consistent rules,

Flexibility.--
' 'Relevancy.-

Diagnostic.

Objective.
Evaluation.
Different types of
instruction.

Does the-teacher,ask higher order ques-
tions? P

Does the teacher vary the kinds of
questions?
Where is the teacher in the classroom
and how long?
Does/the_teacher-know the material or is -
he constantly referring to the book or
notes?- /

Does^the teacitikr -accept and pursue ques-
tions from students, or dismiss them?
Does-teacher have a specific objective
he is trying to accomplish?
Does teacher vary voice control and
faciAl expressions?

CONTROL: How is class time structured?'
Who co ols patterns. of interaction and
kinds o activitie present? TrOTZr-
How' much time is spent-controlling mis-

`behavio /off-itopic activities?

--,-TEACHER SKILLS

What rules sIre-evident3 Are th ,evenly
Applicable?'

.

: Does the teacher use different teaching
approaches and Medi4116?
Does-th teacher relate the material, to
the students,'an.d, -ways they can use it?

Is the teacher'able to explain the -
material in different_ ways if-it is not
understood?
Does the eeacber 'summarize, and check to'

see -if the class undArstands?

21
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'ENVIRONMENT: Is there peer interaction? How uch,
Peer interaction. how many, related or unrelated?
Challenge. Are extrt problems or challenges given

4, .Fun recreation.
,--

to the student's?
/

Relaxed. Qt. Is the class totally quiet, or is there
Fair.. some interactionf How much?

t Does the:teacher smile.or joke?-,,,How

Much? ' .

Does the teacher lay games or provide
some recreation wixhin the subject?
Are all students questioned, and
treaged,,eqvlly and fairly?

' Is some talkingAlloved, or is there
/ 'dead cobtrollerWilence? .

AY" students helped and disciplined
eq'ally?

I

ti

k 1977 -- Peter Balma.

FIG'. 2

4
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References

1 Consult Simon, Anita, and.Boyer, E. Gil. Mirrors for Behavior III -

An Anthologyof Observation Instruments. Myncote, Penna.:

Commitnication Mayrials Center, 19'74.

,
2
Dwayne Huebner, Professor of Education, Teachers College (Columbia

Univer§ity) first suggested this idea.

. .

3 The knowledge base to be drawn upon opnaisted, additionally, of_the

o

requiremedts gif each discipline to be taught, the learning pro-

cess, and child development studies.
.

.... 1

4 The developfent,of Designs occurred within a three-week introductory

course, Teacher, School & Society, offered prior to commencing
. , .

student teaching. The classroom_became-a laboratory'for the study
,

.
I

.-----,

of teaching as studepts taught each othtit.the varidul content
N

.
.

1 reas Gprobleds of beginning teachers; classroom interactions,

-alternatives in education, for example): ?heir teaching behavior

was then analyzed from tile perspective of student Designs.

-5'It goes without saying that the supervisor pla's an active role in

_identifying key'gpisodes within a

out'what may have been .overlooked

4

'3

teaching session.

by the intern.

He- mustmust point

t
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